His younger brother sleeps with his wife, which results in both men committing suicide. The second, masquerade is the tragedy of the child of that wife's. One of femi osofisan's most intriguing and significant contributions to african drama has been his provocative linking of history to knowledge and myth. Riding osofisan's another raft through the sea of nigerian history: With femi osofisan's another raft who both use nigeria as their. Both texts are compared and analyzed under the plot structure, . The play under study is femi osofisan's another raft (1988). A comparative study of j.p clark's the raft and femi osofisan's another raft abstract substantial amount of african literary works are adaptation of older . A comparative study of j.p clark's the raft and femi osofisan's another raft abstract substantial amount of african literary works are adaptation of old. Similarly, the corruption of chief ekuroola, chief orousi and prince lanusen in another raft (1989) is brought into the open. Osofisan portrays these people who.